
CloudBloom Brand Guidelines

1. Brand Overview: 

2. Mission & Vision:

3. Brand Tone & Voice:

"CloudBloom is CloudFruit's elegant evolution of the traditional SDLC, offering a meticulously 
crafted custom process for seamless app development. By infusing uniformity and precision, 
we ensure efficiency while sculpting your vision into a cloud-centric masterpiece." 

Mission: Elevate every digital idea to its highest potential using a finely tuned, efficient process, 
giving wings to visions in the vast expanse of the cloud. 

Vision: To transform app development by marrying elegance with efficiency, fostering innovation 
while ensuring consistency. 

Tone: Sophisticated, Clear, Inspiring 

Sample: 

At the crossroads of innovation and artistry lies CloudBloom. Each line of code, a stroke of genius. 
Dive into a realm where your vision isn't just realized—it's elevated. Begin your journey with #Cloud-
Bloom today and shape the future.  #ElevateYourVision
 
Voice: Authoritative yet Inviting 

Sample: 

With CloudBloom's unparalleled expertise in app development, we've set a new standard in digital 
craftsmanship. Join us, and let's collaboratively bring your digital vision to life. The future beckons. 
Are you ready? #CloudBloomJourney  #CraftingTomorrowTogether 
 

This voice establishes CloudBloom as a knowledgeable leader in the domain but  also positions it 
as a welcoming collaborator ready to work alongside its clients. 
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4. Brand Colors: 

5. Typography: 

Primary Colour Palette

#4A90E2 #D4AF37 #AAB7B8 #FF6B6B

Primary 
Sky Blue: Represents the cloud and expansiveness. 

Secondary 
Soft Gold: Symbolizes premium quality and elegance. 

Accent
Cool Grey: For neutrality and balance. 

Highlight
Coral Rose: A vibrant color for attention and energy, perfect for CTAs or to highlight crucial 
elements.

PRIMARY FONT STYLE:
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PRIMARY FONT SPACING:       100

NEXA - HEAVY

SECONDARY FONT: NEXA - EXTRA LIGHT
(Body Text)

(Headings)
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6. Logo Usage: 

7. Imagery Style: 

Primary Logo: CloudBloom logo with CloudFruit's emblem subtly positioned. 
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Secondary Logo: Standalone CloudBloom wordmark for tighter spaces. 

Use images that depict expansiveness (skies, horizons) and innovation (modern tech, unique 
architecture).  Images should be crisp, with a light and airy feel, mirroring the 'cloud' aspect 
of the brand. 

8. Messaging Guidelines: 
1. Brand Essence: 

At the heart of CloudBloom is the fusion of elegance and efficiency. Always prioritize messaging 
that emphasizes our dedication to streamline app development with finesse.  
 

2. Key Messaging Pillars: 

Elegance in Execution: CloudBloom is not just about app development; it's about creating art in the 
digital space. 

Efficiency Redefined: Our custom process means that every step is optimized, ensuring a faster, 
smoother journey from idea to launch. 

Foundational Strength: Rooted in CloudFruit's legacy, CloudBloom brings the trust and expertise 
of a renowned brand. 
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Do: Ensure consistency in color usage, maintaining brand integrity. 

Don’t: Overcrowd designs or messages. Maintain a clear, focused approach. 

Do: Represent CloudBloom as a top-tier service of CloudFruit, never as a standalone entity. 

Don’t: Dilute the brand voice with casual or off-brand tones. 

9. Brand Dos and Don'ts: 


